
	

Introduction

The autism. west midlands IT team has taken the opportunity of the 

DesignIT challenge to examine a difficult problem: how to provide 

autistic students at a specialist residential school with empowered access 

to new digital multimedia services while protecting them appropriately. 

Coddington Court School

The school provides high quality education and care to children with 

autism. Almost all students are residential and require 24-hour care with 

a 1-1 student/carer ratio. 

Multimedia and Autism

Children with autism are able to enjoy all forms of media in the same 

way as anybody else, and in some ways can benefit from it in ways that 

other children cannot. As well as making available a complete catalogue 

of titles, a move to digital distribution has many benefits above 

traditional media.

Communication

Children in residential settings must be able to be part of the outside 

world and to be engaged in it. Almost all, if not all, parents have access 

to the internet - and by building a webcam and video messaging 

service into the multimedia experience children and parents will be able 

to communicate much more freely.

Proposed Solution

The key points of the solution are:

• It makes available to either individual students or groups   

 of students a wide range of multimedia titles that have been   

 properly licensed and are controlled through Digital Rights   

 Management and, where necessary, usage reporting to the   

 provider. 

• Carers are able to create individual catalogues of content for   

 each student based on their needs and abilities, but students   

 can then select freely from this content and play the content   

 on a variety of devices. 

• Content may be either streamed or downloaded as    

 appropriate. For example video content can be streamed to a   

 PC, while music can be downloaded to a mobile music player. 

• Parents and students are able to communicate directly via   

 webcam or simple IP telephony. Replay of these would be   

 supported, when agreed by the participants.

The system is designed to ensure that content providers’ rights are 

protected; administrators have control over the overall licensed 

resources and their usage and therefore the licensing costs; carers 

have control over the materials that students might be exposed to; and 

students have control over what they see and hear, in what format but 

are still able to exercise a degree of choice.
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